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Abstract: Hypodontia is the congenital absence of few teeth. The early
multidisciplinary management of hypodontia assures the reestablishment
of the disturbed psychological, aesthetic and oral functions. In this study,
the clinical case of a child presenting a non-syndromic hypodontia with
three agenesis teeth was described. No evidence of maxillary and
mandibular third molars bud formation was noted on the
orthopantomograph. To replace the two missing permanent mandibular
central incisors, two mini-implants in the mandibular symphyseal region
were placed and then restored by individually fixed prostheses. In the
maxilla, the permanent canine in a complete transposition, was reshaped with
composite resin restoration to replace the missing right permanent lateral
incisor. Clinical and radiological reassessments were done 3 years later. The
aesthetic and functional evaluations were satisfactory. The marginal bone
level was stable with no bone loss. The periodontal health around the miniimplants were confirmed in conjunction with mechanical function.
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Introduction
Hypodontia or dental agenesis is the congenital
absence of few teeth (Nunn et al., 2003). This
dentofacial anomaly exists in isolated or syndromic form
with a sporadic or familial mode of transmission
(Fauzi et al., 2018). The estimated prevalence of
permanent dentition hypodontia ranges from 1.6 to 6.9%.
The most frequently affected teeth are the second premolars
and the maxillary lateral incisors (Al-Aniet al., 2017).
Agenesis in children can have harmful effects on
alveolar growth, phonation and mastication. Since health
problem can result, it is important to detect this anomaly
as soon as possible, in order to initiate the most
appropriate early treatment (Nunn et al., 2003).
This paper aims to report the clinical case of a young
patient with dental agenesis and to emphasize the role of
the pediatric dentist in the prompt detection of cases of
hypodontia. An early multidisciplinary care adapted to
his age is established in order to restore the various
disturbed functions. Follow-up and reassessment of the
case were carried out 3 years later.

Dentistry of the Lebanese University. He was
complaining of aesthetic and functional problems with
discomfort when chewing in the anterior mandibular
region. The anamnesis confirmed the absence of trauma,
dental avulsion or a family history of agenesis.
Clinical examination, periapical and panoramic
radiographs revealed at the maxilla, the complete
transposition of the permanent right canine (#13) to the
site of the missing right lateral incisor (#12) with the
presence of the right deciduous canine (#53). In the
mandible, the absence of permanent central incisors (#31
and #41) and the persistence of temporary central
incisors (#71 and #81) in the arch were noted (Fig. 1).
No evidence of maxillary and mandibular third molars
bud formation was perceived on the orthopantomograph.
Two years later, the patient decided to undergo
treatment. Informed consent form was signed by the
patient’s mother for the dental treatment and for the case
report publication.
After discussing with the parents and the patient
the treatment options, the treatment plan was
elaborated as follows:


Clinical Case
A healthy nine-year-old boy presented to the
Pediatric Dentistry Department at the Faculty of

In mandible, extraction of #71 and #81,
placement of two mini-implants in the mandibular
symphyseal region, sealing two single porcelainfused to metal restorations
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prescribed for five days (Augmentin 625 mg tablet,
twice daily).
One month later and after final impression,both mini
implants were restored with single porcelain-fused to
metal restorations then sealed with resin modified glass
ionomer cement (Fig. 2).
At the maxilla, since the patient wanted a
conservative treatment and was refusing any orthodontic
and prosthetic treatment, a coronoplasty of the
permanent canine (#13) with composite resin restoration
(3M™ Filtek™ Z250 USA) was executed, reshaping it
into a lateral incisor (Fig. 3).
The patient was seen 3 years after treatment, at age
15. The orthopantomogram revealed a stable marginal
bone level with no bone loss (Fig. 4). The periodontal
health around the mini-implants were confirmed in
conjunction with mechanical function.
The orthodontic treatment was continued to be
refused for financial reasons.

In maxilla: Reshaping the permanent canine (#13)
into lateral incisor

Treatment
A Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) was
realized to assess bone quality.
The extractions of #71 and #81 were carried out.
Six months later, a minimal invasive surgical
intervention with a flapless technique and mini-incision
was done after lingual infiltration and mental nerve
block anesthesia (Septanest, 4% articaine hydrochloride
and adrenaline 1:100 000/Septodont-France). Two MiniImplants (MDI Max, 2.4  13mm, 3M ESPE USA) with
one-piece titanium screw and a square prosthetic head
were sited to replace the missing mandibular permanent
central incisors.
Since the patient was very cooperative, no sedation
was involved.
Recommendations were given to the patient to
reduce the oral bacterial load (0.12% Chlorhexidinemouthwash/twice a day for one week). Antibiotic was

Fig. 1: Intraoral photo at age 9, showing the non-exfoliation of the temporary mandibular central incisors (#71 and #81) and the
complete transposition of the right permanent maxillary canine (#13) to the site of the absent permanent lateral incisor (a).
Panoramic X-ray showing agenesis of #12, #31 and #41 (b).

Fig. 2: Fixed prosthetic crowns sealed on the implants.
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Fig. 3: Coronoplasty of the maxillary permanent right canine (#13) with composite resin (blue arrow). The maxillary
temporary canine (#53) was conserved on the arch (yellow arrow).

Fig. 4: Orthopantomogram at age fifteen, showing the persistence of the maxillary temporary canine (#53) in the arch
and a stable marginal bone level with no bone loss around the mandibular implants.
esthetic prosthetic crowns endorse this type of
implant. Placement of the dental implant reduces bone
load and delays its resorption (Cronin Jr et al., 2019).
In fact, 3 years after implant placement, the marginal
bone level was stable with no bone loss.
In the maxilla, to replace the lateral incisor, three
treatment options were suggested: Coronoplasty,
repositioning of the permanent ectopic canine or
placement of an implant. In this case, the position of the
permanent canine at the level of the missed lateral
incisor, permitted its remodeling without any orthodontic
or surgical intervention. Satisfactory result was obtained
on the long run with a minimal invasive treatment.
Indeed, the repositioning of transposed anterior teeth is
very complicated since it can affect the roots and damage
the supporting tissues (Tumen et al., 2010).
The conservation of the right temporary maxillary
canine on the arch, was essential. In fact, this tooth
acted as a space maintainer in the growing patient and
allowed preserving the alveolar bone for subsequent
implant placement.

Discussion
Various treatment options for dental agenesis are
available (Sfeir et al., 2014). However, the ideal
treatment should ensure aesthetic and functional
requirements as well as long-term periodontal health
(Rosa et al., 2016).
The principal target in this clinical case was reached.
Aesthetic and oral function child complains were solved.
Since the patient was satisfied and the mini-implants
exhibited good long-term results, no modification or
updating of the treatment was needed. Even though,
orthodontic treatment and placement of implant in the
maxilla could be postponed till adult age.
Bone quality and quantity assessment generally
defines the characteristics and number of implants. The
small diameter of the mini-implants (less than 3 mm)
allows them to be placed in areas with low bone
thickness and makes surgical techniques less invasive
and less complex (Marcello‐Machado et al., 2018;
Bohner et al., 2019). Rapid healing and placement of
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The aesthetic and functional evaluations after a threeyear follow-up were satisfactory. The marginal bone
level was stable and the periodontal health, around the
mini-implants, were ensured in conjunction with
mechanical function (Kinget al., 2016).
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Conclusion
Pediatric dentists face challenge in managing
dental agenesis and tooth loss. The use of mini
implants is still an important solution reducing the
complexity of treatment in growing patient.
Aesthetical and functional results improve the child’s
quality of life and self-esteem.
The treatments must be selected appropriately,
respecting the autonomy of the young patient and
following the principals of ethics.
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